
General Installation Notes:
Please read instructions completely before beginning 
installation. 

NOte:  These Brackets are designed to be used with 
Lokar Throttle and Cruise Control Cables.

ImpOrtaNt:  The large throttle body cams 
have a slightly different angle compared to the 
small throttle body cams.  For smooth opera-
tion, be sure that you have purchased the LS1 
Bracket that is correct for your application.

LS1 Throttle Cable Bracket Installation
  Step 1: Install the Lokar Billet Aluminum Throttle Cable 
Bracket to the mounting boss on the side of the intake  
manifold. Be sure the cable mounting stud is below the 
two mounting bolts.  photo 1

Step 2: Remove the two aluminum adjuster nuts from the 
Lokar adjuster fitting on the Lokar Throttle Cable. Replace 
the two 9/16" nuts with the one 1/2" nut that is supplied 
with the LS1 Throttle Cable Bracket. This adjuster nut 
is smaller and will be easier to tighten against the stud. 
Install the throttle cable fitting into the stud with the nut 
against the flat.  Thread the adjuster fitting into the stud 
until there is approximately 1/4" of thread protruding 
through the stud.  Jam the adjuster nut against the stud. 
Repeat this process for the cruise control cable. photo 2

Install the Lokar Throttle Cable and Cruise Control Cables 
pursuant to the instructions included with Lokar’s cables.

LS1 Throttle Cable Bracket

LS1 Throttle Cable and Cruise Control Bracket
Part # TCB-40LS1, TCB-40LS13

Part # TCB-40LS12, TCB-40LS14
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LS1 Throttle Cable Bracket 
Part # TCB-40LS1, TCB-40LS13

LS1 Throttle Cable and Cruise Control Bracket 
Part # TCB-40LS12, TCB-40LS14

Installation Instructions
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1998 / 1999 Gm throttle Body - Small throttle 
cam assembly is approximately 3" from top to 
bottom.  Use TCB-40LS1 or TCB-40LS12  

2000 / 2002 Gm throttle Body or 2004 GtO 
throttle Body - Large throttle cam assembly is 
approximately 3 1/2" from top to bottom.  Use 
TCB-40LS13, or TCB-40LS14
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